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To many,
hands are just that...

Hands.

But if you look harder you will see.
Hands create what mind can only imagine.
Hands can produce magic from nothing.

If it is made by hand, It is honest.

In a world that glorifies the mediocre
And factorylined

It’s good to own something made by nothing
more than the two greatest instruments known to man...

Hands.

Handmade, with love.
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There is no denying that the saree is more than just six yards of cloth – the saree is common thread, 
bringing women together, of all shapes and kinds, every day, everywhere. At Taneira, we have the 
pleasure and privilege of witnessing these magical moments in a woman’s life. This Style Edit is our 
attempt to capture and share with you the wonderful world of Taneira women.

In putting together this Style Edit, we have brought together Taneira customers to celebrate their 
love for the saree – they have chosen their favorite sarees, drapes, jewellery; some have even styled 
themselves entirely.

We hope you enjoy exploring each of our Taneira women’s distinct sensibilities in this Style Edit.
Which one is closest to your personal sense of style? Let the discovery begin!

Shyamala Ramanan
Business Head, Taneira



sssrkikallXpwa05 |   13,000

Tie & Dye Dream
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r

I am one of Taneira’s biggest fans. The collection really lives up to the TATA 

product tag! My personal favourite is their silk Ikat collection, so I chose this 

Rajkot patola with elaborate geometrical motifs to wear to a wedding. 

I love the fact that Taneira approached everyday women as models for their 

festive shoot. The saree is so light and beautiful, I can wear this throughout 

the day with ease.

Geeta Hedge, Fashion & Lifestyle Blogger
in a Rajkot Patola



sttBgwVCBlBeea06 |   7,000

STyliSh ComforT

I drive past Taneira every day on my way to work, and I loved visiting the store with my mother. I learnt 

so much about fabrics and types of sarees on my visit; today’s shoot introduced me to this beautiful 

Bhagalpur tussar! I think’s its the perfect saree for an elegant occasion and the style of drape (a first time 

for me) turned out to be super comfy and smart!.
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Smriti Rao, Digital Content Creater
in a Bhagalpur Tussar
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ssskawVstrtQsa02 |   14,500

Turquoise is my favorite colour and I love the fact that the Kanjeevaram can be so contemporary. I would 

love to wear this to office; it’s a great way to get over Monday blues! A borderless saree with a crisp white 

shirt and a silver neckpiece totally reinvents the classic white shirt.
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Prithvi Rao, Yoga Enthusiast
in a Kanjeevaram Silk

ConTemporary eleganCem



ssyBewVtXtBeea21 |    9,000

I loved the opportunity to pick a saree and style it myself! I typically find blouses uncomfortable, so 

I paired this beige Bengal silk with a knitted top. I wanted to show off the sequin inserts in the pallu 

and this contemporary drape really does it justice! Paired with my favourite gold rim glasses, this look 

is a young and fun way to play with the saree..
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Sid Do, Fashion Entrepreneur
in a Bengal Silk

efforTleSS ChiCm



shhBaCtpslXyna03 |   17,000

floaTing Shimmerr

My top choice of fabric is georgette and this handloom Banarasi georgette 

was a stunner. I picked it out for its striking colour combination and intricate 

floral design across the body. The peplum blouse and my favourite pair of 

earrings lend itself well to this celebratory look. 

Mehek Mehra, Fashion & Lifestyle Blogger
in a Banarasi Georgette
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ssspCikmonegsa01 |   19,000
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graphiC reimagineDr

I’m not a conventional saree wearer or a conventional dresser. That’s exactly 

why I loved this look. While the silk is the obvious choice for a festival, this 

pinwheel patterned Ikat with the colour blocked pallu is a breath of fresh 

air in the regular saree repertoire. The silver earrings add the perfect dressy 

touch to the look as well.

Anagha Nair, Game Interface Designer
in a Pochampally Ikat



sssBakdBttXrna03 |   16,000

I love the Saree and wear it almost every day. As a Carnatic veena player, I typically wear Kanjeevaram 

silks. I thought it would be nice to add a North Indian saree to my usual wardrobe. This Banarasi silk can 

be worn to a wedding as well as a party. The border is a unique mix of traditional and modern, which 

was quite different from the regular borders we see..
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Mrs. Sushila Muniyappa, Carnatic Veena Player
in a Banarasi Silk

opulenCe aT iTS BeSTm



ssCCnXwChuXyCa20 |   8,000
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Twinkling funr

My typical idea of a festive saree is a plain silk - you can’t go wrong with it, 

but Taneira has changed that perception! I wore this lightweight silk-cotton 

saree in vibrant yellow with the contrast border. Yellow is a colour I never 

wear otherwise, but this combination seemed like the perfect combination 

of pop and elegance. I’m definitely going to attempt to wear sarees more 

often after this.

Sumedha Kandapal, Professional Frisbee Player
in a Silk Cotton Chanderi



sssmhwVChuVtCa02 |   12,000

I’m partial to sarees and I’m very passionate about natural fabrics. I’ve never shot for a brand before 

even though I run a production house, but having been to the store before and seeing what it has to 

offer, I decided to be in front of the camera for once! I would wear this brilliant blue Maheshwari silk to 

a wedding, a party, a festival; its broad borders and rich pallu really take this saree to the next level..
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Mrs. Anila Anand, Founder and Director, Production House
in a Silk Maheshwari

a ClaSSiCm
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